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The IDEAL PAINT for all

INTERIOR PAINTING

Absolutely NON-POISONOUS as it con-

tains NO LEAD.

Especially adapted for Walls where a Soft

Finish is desired.

Of Great Body and Covering Qualities, two

coats covering perfectly.

Works Easy and Sets Slowly, showing no

Laps or Brush Marks.

NON-CHANGEABLE, the White pos-

itively will not turn yellow with age.

SANI-FLAT can be cleaned with Water

without injury, excepting to the dark shades.

Can be used as an undercoat for Enamel.

One Gallon covers 500 to 700 square feet

of surface.

Put up in Gallon, Half-Gallon and Quart Cans.



SANI-FLAT, in its wearing qualities, is

superior to all others for the reason that only

properly prepared and treated oil is used as a

binder; there is absolutely no rosin or gum

used in its composition, which causes similar

coatings to crack, craze or alligator, partic-

ularly when used around windows or on

surfaces subject to the rays of the sun, which

is the real test for finishes of this character.

A cheap rosin binder with a little China wood

oil might temporarily answer the purpose and

flat all right and apparently make a good job,

but after a few years, in order to re-paint, it

will be necessary to remove the coat. There-

fore, the only safe finish to use is one made

with an oil binder, such as SANI-FLAT, so

as to forever keep elastic and offer a surface

that may be painted over after a number of

years of wear.
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